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Fluctuation induced interactions originating from electromagnetic fields give rise to the Casimir force. Even
though this is a universal interaction, because of the interplay between the response properties of interacting
objects and their geometry the Casimir force can have many types of scaling laws, variations in magnitude and
sign, and wide dependences on characteristic constants. The Casimir interaction is especially prominent in
systems with reduced dimensions at micron and submicron scale separations. In recent years, examining this
type of force for many nanostructured and chemically inert materials has become of great interest. Here, we
review advances in the field of Casimir physics in the context of 2D layered materials with Dirac energy spec-
trum, such as graphene and related materials. The focus is on Casimir interactions and frictional effects with
emphasis on the zero-point energy summation approach used for calculations. After giving an overview of this
powerful technique, the optical response properties of graphene described with different models is presented.
Numerical and analytical results in terms of characteristic behaviors for Casimir and Casimir–Polder inter-
actions involving a stack of parallel layers are summarized. Other key results in the expanded graphene mate-
rials as well as their Casimir friction are also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dispersive interactions originating from electro-
magnetic f luctuations play a prominent role in many
materials and devices. This interaction is universal as it
exists between any types of bodies, microparticles and
atoms. This force is typically referred to as the van der
Waals force in the case of small separations between
interacting objects since the speed of light  can be
neglected. Large separations, where retardation from
the finite speed of light is important, correspond to the
Casimir regime, as first recognized in Casimir’s semi-
nal paper in 1948 [1]. The Casimir force was also often
termed as the relativistic van der Waals force [2]. Addi-
tionally, the interaction between an object with mac-
roscopic extensions and a microparticle is referred to
as the Casimir–Polder interaction in the relativistic
regime [3]. The common origin of such dispersive
interactions was recognized in the early work by Lif-
shitz [4] and these interactions were studied exten-
sively in recent years [5–8] to advance our under-
standing of light–matter interactions.

In his original paper [1], Casimir considered the
electromagnetic f luctuations interaction between
ideal metallic semi-infinite plates. Subsequent investi-
gations (see reviews [5–7] and book [8]) reveal that the

geometry, materials composition, and physical condi-
tions such as temperature, chemical potential, con-
ductivity, etc. greatly affect the Casimir force.
Recently, it has been shown that novel nanostructured
systems and materials with nontrivial topology can
bring new functionalities in the Casimir force [5]. Spe-
cifically, the discovery of graphene [9], a single layer of
graphite, has stimulated much research in under-
standing its dispersive interactions due to their impor-
tance for basic science and practical applications [10–
13]. Contemporary experimental techniques enable
the synthesis of not only a single graphene, but also a
stack of a finite number of graphenes [14, 15]. Since
the graphene interaction is of fundamental relevance,
such progress in the laboratory further motivates the-
oretical studies of how the electromagnetic coupling
evolves as a function of the number of stacked layers.

Because of the chemical inertness of graphene, the
van der Waals force in graphene-based materials and
composites is of primary importance [16–22]. For
other carbon nanostructures, dispersive interactions
are also relevant. For example, carbon nanotubes nat-
urally organize in multiwall structures, “ropes,” and
“bundles,” and van der Waals/Casimir forces must be
considered to not only understand such processes, but
also describe their properties [23–26]. Dispersive
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molecule-carbon nanostructure interactions are
important for hydrogen storage in carbon materials
[27]. The microscopic mechanisms underlying
adsorption phenomena are also being currently pur-
sued, including through the development of new com-
putational methods [28–31].

The graphene/graphene and graphene/substrate
Casimir interactions have been studied by several
authors in recent years. Earlier reports have utilized
the hydrodynamic model for thin conducting shells
[32–35], however these results were found to be not
suitable since the hydrodynamic model does not take
into account the Dirac-like nature of the carriers [36].
Other studies described the graphene response prop-
erties via the longitudinal polarization function, opti-
cal conductivity, and the polarization operator in a
(2+1)D model [37–48]. These approaches have solid-
ified our understanding that the Dirac-like carriers
coupled with other factors, such as temperature and
doping, result in highly unusual behavior of the Casi-
mir force in terms of distance dependence and other
factors [49–51].

In this paper we give a succinct review on recent
developments of the zero-point electromagnetic
energy summation technique applied to Casimir and
Casimir–Polder interactions involving 2D Dirac
materials with emphasis on graphene. In addition to
introducing the basic framework of this theory, theo-
retical advances in calculating the optical response in
graphene using different models is also given. In this
review, key analytical and numerical findings for the
Casimir and Casimir–Polder force are summarized
including for composites with stacks of  parallel lay-
ers. Even though the focus of this review is on the zero-
point summation approach applied to graphene sys-
tems, to broaden the perspective of this field we also
present some recent results for Casimir interactions
involving materials from the expanded graphene fam-
ily as well as Casimir friction in 2D Dirac systems.

As written by Casimir himself in [52], Bohr sug-
gested that this dispersive force can be calculated using
the zero-point electromagnetic energies of the inter-
acting objects. The so obtained interaction energy is
divergent and a regularization procedure is needed.
Taking into account a zeta-regularization approach
[8], the expression for the Casimir energy per unit area
for planar system maybe transformed to an integral
form

(1)

where the limit of  is understood. Here,
 defines the zero-point energy spectrum of

the interacting objects and the above expression is
given in imaginary frequency . The parameter 
has wavenumber units and it is introduced to preserve
the energy dimension of , which is further renor-
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Using the scattering matrix approach [53–56], the
Casimir energy can be given as

(3)

where , , and 
are the Fresnel reflection matrices. Prime means the
opposite direction of scattering ( , see [56]).

This powerful approach can be used to obtain the
Casimir–Polder energy of atom/half-space or
atom/plane systems using a rarefication procedure
introduced by Lifshitz [4]. Initially, the energy is cal-
culated for a system where the atom at a distance a
from the plane is replaced by a parallel half-space
filled by dielectric media whose dielectric function is
ε. For a rarefied media , where n
is the number of atoms per unit volume and α is the
polarizability of a single atom. Thus, the energy per
atom at a distance a is found as

(4)

The rarefication procedure can also be applied to
obtain the Casimir–Polder energy for atom/sphere
and atom/cylinder configurations as reported in [19,
57].

The introduction of temperature in the Casimir
interaction is also possible and it is achieved by utiliz-
ing the Matsubara frequencies  and
transforming the integration over real frequencies into
a sum

(5)

where the prime means that the  term is multi-
plied by a factor of 1/2.

2. OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GRAPHENE
The optical response is a crucial factor in the Casi-

mir interaction. It has been shown that the graphene
optical conductivity is a universal constant,

, over a relatively large frequency range
(  eV) [58–60]. Theoretical considerations
reveal that the graphene conductivity in general is a
2D tensor whose components depend on the fre-
quency ω, wave vector k, velocity of graphene v, and
other scalar parameters, such as temperature T and
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chemical potential μ. The tensor components have the
structure [61] ( )

(6)

where the parameter E describes the parity-odd part of
conductivity [62, 63] and  is the complete antisym-
metric Levi-Civita tensor. The parity-even part of the
conductivity with  reads

(7)

and its eigenvalues

(8)

are the conductivities of the transverse electric (TE)
and transverse magnetic (TM) electromagnetic modes
[64, 65].

The graphene conductivity tensor has been calcu-
lated using different methods. For example,

 was obtained within the Kubo approach in
[59]. The eigenvalues, in this case, have the form
( )

(9)

where

Also, γ is the scattering rate and the three parame-
ters  are combined in two dimensionless enti-
ties,

(10)

From the above expressions, one can obtain the 
or  as shown in [58]. It is important to note that
when  (this corresponds to  or ),
one recovers the universal graphene conductivity,
such that , that is .

A more general approach for the optical conductiv-
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parameter, m. In this framework, the conductivity is
divided into two parts

(12)

where the first term does not depend on temperature
and chemical potential, and it reads

(13)

with  and 

. The corrections  are given as

(14)

where , ,

and .
In the gapless case, , several simplifications

occur leading to

(15)

with  and , .
For  we obtain the same result as in the frame-
work of Kubo approach, but with zero scattering rate.
The low temperature expansion maybe found in [65].

We also note that the graphene optical response
can be described by a Drude–Lorentz model using
experimental data for graphite [66]. Specifically, the
graphene conductivity can be represented by a sum
containing a Drude term and seven Lorentz oscillators
with parameters extracted from the measurements. In
this model, the low frequency response is ensured to
reproduce the universal conductivity value [67].

3. CASIMIR INTERACTION
To calculate the Casimir interaction using (3) the
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Normalized average energy

 versus the dimensionless conductivity
. The figure is taken from [67].
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Casimir energy between two parallel graphene sheets
reads [56]

(16)

where . Note
that due to the presence of the nondiagonal compo-
nents the interaction energy cannot be divided into TE
and TM contributions. Such a separation becomes
possible when the scalar graphene conductivity 
is used, which also leads to a simplified expression for

 [68].
Analytical form of the Casimir energy for a stack of

N parallel planes separated by the same distance d and
described by the same scalar conductivity  was
found in [67],

(17)
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. In the above formulas

 and  for the arguments of η.
Note that  is a polynomial of order  over the
variable , and below are the first
several representatives

By taking the limit of  in (17), the Casimir
energy of a stack of infinite number of planes can also
be obtained as shown in [67].

It is also found that for a stack of N planes that are
ideal conductors, , the Casimir energy from
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giving the final result , where
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tivity , which is actually the case for the universal
graphene conductivity  = 0.0114, the
main contribution comes from the TM modes and we
obtain

(18)

where  are constants with monotonical growth from
 up to . For two graphene sheets

 [67]. The Casimir energy (normal-
ized to the one for infinitely conducting planes) as a
function of the dimensionless conductivity η is given
in Fig. 1 for several cases with different number of par-
allel planes in the stack. The low value conductivity
regime as well as the perfectly conducting planes give
a graphical representation of the above discussed lim-
its.

Note that even in the general case of 
without any restrictions to its value, the Casimir
energy for the stack of N planes exhibits the character-
istic  interplane distance dependence. This can be
easily understood from dimensionless analysis realiz-
ing that the rescaled conductivity has velocity dimen-
sions and the only distance variable comes in the d
dependence in Eq. (17). In the framework of the
Drude–Lorentz (DL) model, however, the situation
changes and a fractional power for small separations

 appears. In this case, the main contribution
also comes from the TM mode, such that
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from the DL conductivity. The  asymptotic dis-
tance dependence is a consequence of the frequency
dependence of the response properties. We also real-
ize, that all oscillators in the Drude–Lorentz model
participate in the interaction via s, which reflects the
broad band nature of the Casimir phenomenon.

We further consider the average energy per plane in
an infinite stack of planes. We obtain that when the
plane–plane separation is as in graphite 

0.3345 nm, then  = 359.6 erg/cm2. Describ-
ing each plane with a constant conductivity yields

 = 65.8 erg/cm2 for the same separation.
Therefore, the average energy obtained via the DL
model is  7 times greate r than the one for .

Estimates for the graphene binding energy in
graphite  can also be given. Here, ρ =
2.23 g/cm3 is the graphite mass density. We find that

 MeV/atom and for constant graphene
conductivity model  MeV/atom. Ab initio
studies report cohesion energies 24–26 meV/atom
[69], 24 meV/atom [16]. Experimental data shows that
the cohesion is (35 ± 10.15) meV/atom [70], (61 ±
5) meV/atom [71]. Therefore, our results for graphite
sheets described via a constant conductivity underesti-
mate the binding energy, while the DL response ones
are fairly in line with the experimental data.

The Casimir force per unit area acting on plane m
in the stack can also be found in the case of scalar con-
ductivity [67]

(20)

where the TE and TM contributions are
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of small conductivity, , the Casimir force is lin-
ear with respect to 

(23)

The constants  were analyzed in [67].

4. CASIMIR–POLDER INTERACTION
Using the rarefication procedure as discussed ear-

lier (also see Eq. (4)) the Casimir–Polder energy for
an atom with polarizability  at distance a above a
stack of planes that are equally separated by a distance d
can be found as [72]

(24)

where the TE and TM contributions read
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and are expressed in terms of a single function
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For large a values, the main contribution comes from
the zero frequency optical response
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Polder energy for an atom/perfect metal system, and
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The function  increases monotonically from zero
at  to 1 at . Therefore, for infinite number
of planes, , or perfectly conducting planes,

, the standard Casimir–Polder energy is
recovered. For single plane with the graphene ,

. Thus, the interaction is about 20 times
smaller than the one involving a perfect metallic sur-
face.

In the case of small a, which corresponds to
,  within the Drude–Lorentz

model, one finds
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Casimir–Polder energy for (solid
line) hydrogen and (dashed line) rubidium atoms above a
stack of graphene planes with the (two upper curves)
Drude–Lorentz conductivity and (two bottom curves)
constant graphene conductivity . Here, the interplane
distance is  nm and the atom/stack distance is

 nm. The figure is taken from [72].

gr

gr

ηgr
= .0 3345d
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atom/multilayer configuration considered here. In
addition, the energy is found to be independent of N.

Asymptotic expressions can also be obtained by
considering different limits of the interplane distance
separation. Taking  while  is finite in Eq. (27)
the energy for a single plane ( ) is recovered.
Also, the limit of ( ) in Eq. (26) is equiva-
lent to the limit of  as we obtain that

.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of the rescaled by 
Casimir–Polder energy for a Hydrogen and Rubidium
atoms located at 100 nm above a stack of parallel N
planes. One finds that energy increase as N is
increased reaching a plateau that corresponds to the
asymptotically large N limit as discussed above. The
plateau is proportional to ; thus, the Rubidium
atom has a higher energy as compared to the hydrogen
atom. Additionally, the Drude–Lorentz model yields
a higher in magnitude energy as compared to ,
although the overall behavior is preserved.

5. NONZERO TEMPERATURE

The role of temperature can also be considered in
the Casimir and Casimir–Polder interactions by re-
examining our previous consideration using the rela-
tion (5), which takes advantage of the properties of
Matsubara frequencies [72, 74, 75, 64]. Several analyt-
ical expressions can be given for the free Casimir and
Casimir–Polder energies for stacking layers.

In the case of N perfect conducting planes, the free
Casimir energy has the following behavior for low and
high temperatures:
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where  is the Riemann zeta function. The
appearance of a factor of N – 1 is related to the bound-
ary conditions for which the fields are zero at the
infinitely conducting layers. As a result, the interac-
tion becomes a summation of pairs of planes.

The Casimir–Polder energy for an atom above N
perfectly conducting planes at low and high tempera-
tures can also be found,

(31)

These expressions show that the low T correction to
the quantum mechanical result for the energy is ,
which is different that the Casimir–Polder case in
Eqs. (30). Similar to the Casimir interaction, the high
temperature limit for the Casimir–Polder energy cor-
responds to the  Matsubara term and it describes
the classical thermal f luctuations contribution.

Numerical evaluations of free Casimir and Casi-
mir–Polder energies involving N stack of layers
described by the graphene optical conductivity within
the polarization tensor we presented in [64]. The lim-
its of low and high  behavior has been found to be the
following,

(32)

Here, A and B are nontrivial functions of  and the
number of graphene planes in the stack, but they are
temperature independent. The low T behavior is
rather different than the low T behavior of a stack of
perfectly conducting planes. Specifically, these cor-
rections are  and they are positive. For the
infinitely conducting planes the low-T Casimir cor-
rection is  and it is positive, but the low-T Casi-

mir–Polder correction is  and it is negative. In
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Casimir–Polder energy normalized

to  for a Cesium atom above a graphene stack versus
the (from top to bottom panels) temperature, chemical
potential, and number of planes. Here, the constant con-
ductivity (CC) and polarization tensor (PT) conductivity
models are used. The figure is taken from [64], where the
other parameters used in the calculations can be found.

id
CP%
general, analytical formulas for the A and B parame-
ters are not possible, however for a single graphene
with a constant  conductivity, we find that

 (see [65]). The high T limit is determined

σgr

= ηtm1/18A
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by the  Matsubara mode and one arrives at the
expected classical thermal f luctuations results.

In Fig. 3 the Casimir energy in a stack of graphene
planes as a function of different parameters is shown
when the optical response is taken into account via the
constant conductivity and polarization tensor models.
One finds that the two models practically yield the
same results as temperature is increased (top panel).
The optical response, however, has a more pro-
nounced effect as a function of μ with a larger effect
seen at smaller temperatures (middle panel). The
effect of the number of graphene planes in the stored
energy is also shown (bottom panel), which indicates
again that the polarization tensor and constant con-
ductivity results differ mainly in the low temperature
regime.

6. CASIMIR INTERACTIONS 
IN GRAPHENE-RELATED MATERIALS

Recently, several other 2D materials whose atomic
composition is from the same column in the periodic
table as C have been synthesized [76]. Specifically,
silicene, germanene, and stanene are hexagonal layers
of Si, Ge, and Sn, which have similar to graphene
electronic and optical properties. However, due to
their much stronger spin orbit coupling and lattice
staggering many novel topological phases driven by
external electrostatic and polarized laser fields can be
achieved [77, 78]. Recently, a full analytical descrip-
tion of the conductivity tensor within the Kubo for-
malism was presented in [79]. The interplay between
the Dirac physics in these materials coupled to the
external fields leads to a rich structure of the optical
response of the entire family of graphene-like materi-
als. Perhaps the most interesting features in terms of
various dependencies are found in the off-diagonal
Hall components in the conductivity, which essen-
tially determine the various topological phases.

The expansion of the graphene family has
prompted further investigations into Casimir interac-
tions in order to probe Dirac physics in materials with
topological phase transitions. Using the formalism
outlined in Eqs. (1)–(3), the Casimir energy in
graphene-like materials and other topological systems
has been shown to exhibit many novel features that
cannot be achieved in typical materials [56, 80, 81]. As
the materials are driven through the different phases,
associated Casimir force transitions are found, which
have many different scaling laws, significant changes
in the magnitude, and diverse dependences on charac-
teristic constants [80]. Perhaps the most striking result
is the quantization and repulsion effects in the Casimir
energy between the materials when they are in an
anomalous quantum Hall insulator phase [80]. The
Casimir interaction in this case can be written as

(33)

= 0n

α= − ,
π
�

2

C 1 22 38
c C C

d
%
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where α is the fine structure constant and  are the
Chern numbers for each layer. The Chern number is a
property originating from the topologically nontrivial
characteristics of the anomalous quantum Hall insu-
lator [77]. For the 2D linear energy spectrum for
the graphene materials it is defined as C =

 (  is the spin index,  is the

chirality index,  is the mass energy gap for a given
spin and chirality at the Fermi level, and the star
denotes summation over nonzero gaps only). The
Chern number in graphene materials takes discrete
values of 0, 1, 2 and it can be positive or negative [77,
78]. This means that the Casimir energy  between
two graphene materials in the anomalous quantum
Hall phase also takes discrete values and it becomes
repulsive when . This effect resembles the
quantized Casimir interaction in graphenes under a
magnetic bias [82]. It was also found that the diagonal
components of the conductivity tensor play a crucial
role for such unusual behavior [56]. Above a certain
critical value of the longitudinal conductivity compo-
nent no Casimir repulsion is possible and the 2D
Dirac materials exhibit a metallic-like interaction
[56].

7. QUANTUM FRICTION 
IN GRAPHENE MATERIALS

In addition to the Casimir interaction, the electro-
magnetic f luctuations between objects give rise to a
frictional force when the objects are set in relative
motion. Specifically, the exchange of the f luctuations
shifted by the Doppler effect due to the relative veloc-
ity, results in a noncontact Casimir friction [83].
Experimental studies to investigate this subtle effect
have been challenging due to the small magnitude of
the frictional force between mechanically moving
objects, although some progress in the related Cou-
lomb drag due to an electric current may be achieved
in the laboratory [84, 85].

The Casimir frictional force between two parallel
isotropic 2D materials separated by a distance d along
z-direction, that is much smaller than the thermal
wave length, and moving at a parallel relative velocity

 along x-direction can be given as [83, 86]
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Here,  and  are the TM contributions
from the reflection matrices for the (1, 2) layers and

 =  are the corresponding Bose–
Einstein distribution functions. The above expression
shows that similar to the standard Casimir interaction
in Eq. (3), the Casimir frictional force depends on the
boundary conditions taken into account via the Fres-
nel matrices and the optical response of the materials.
Unlike the Casimir interaction, however, the integra-
tion in the frictional force is performed in the real fre-
quency domain. The above expression is also applica-
ble in calculating the Casimir frictional force due to an
electric current driven in one of the objects and char-
acterized by a drift velocity .

Equation (34) has been applied to investigate Casi-
mir frictional effects in graphene/graphene and
graphene/substrate systems. For example, [85, 87]
study the thermal and quantum contributions to the
frictional force in such systems. It was found that the

graphene/graphene Casimir frictional force is 

for small distance separations and small velocities.
Under similar conditions, the friction coefficient in a
graphene/SiO2 substrate is also obtained, which was to

dependent on temperature as . The vacuum friction
between two sliding graphenes has also been studied
using an effective action approach and it was found
that the frictional force exists if certain velocity thresh-
olds are met [88]. The Casimir friction was also stud-
ied in the expanded graphene family [89]. It was
shown that due to the 2D reduced dimensionality,
both TE and TM modes make comparable in magni-
tude contributions to the quantum frictional force
with the scaling law of  dependence. The thermal
fluctuations are also important and they are found to
enhance the nontrivial topological features in the
graphene family phases accessible via external electro-
static and laser fields. The magnitude of friction in
such materials can also be greatly affected by doping of
the 2D materials as well as present dissipation losses.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Casimir effects in materials are of great importance

to probe unique physics in terms of basic properties
and interactions. The synthesis of many layered 2D
structures have given a boost to the field of electro-
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magnetic f luctuations interactions and much progress
in recent years has been done for graphene and
graphene-based composites. Investigating the Casimir
force in graphene-based composites has motivated
much work in finding accurate optical response mod-
els with many works focused on the optical conductiv-
ity and polarization tensor descriptions.

The theoretical approach based on calculating and
summing the zero-point electromagnetic modes is
a powerful technique, which enables successful calcu-
lations of the Casimir and Casimir–Polder interac-
tions involving a stack of finite number of graphene or
other 2D layers. By summarizing and comparing dif-
ferent models for the optical response used by several
authors for graphene, a comprehensive understanding
of important factors affecting the Casimir and Casi-
mir–Polder forces are found. Specifically, the number
of layers in the stack, chemical potential, temperature,
and mass gap are shown how they affect the overall
behavior of these forces in the context of the different
models for optical response. Considering the different
quantum phases in the expanded graphene family,
Casimir force phase transitions driven by external
fields are also found. Friction effects mediated by the
exchange of electromagnetic f luctuations are also part
of Casimir physics and again the Dirac energy struc-
ture is found to affect significantly the Casimir friction
in graphene materials.
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